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Views of Harassment

Individual or 
Interpersonal 
Conflict Issue

Group and 
Organizational 

Issue
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In the Year Since #MeToo Went Viral

EEOC Lawsuit Filings Up

50%

EEOC Claim Filings Up

13.2%
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Climate

Harassment

Appraisal Reporting Responses Outcomes

Job-gender 
context

Bergman, et al, The (Un)Reasonableness of Reporting: 
Antecedents and Consequences of Reporting Sexual 
Harassment 2002
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Effect on OTSH

Perceived Risk 
of Reporting Likelihood 

Complaints 
Taken Seriously

Likelihood of 
Consequences 
for Harasser
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Why It Matters
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Cost Of Turnover
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Why It Matters
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Systems thinking

 Culture

 Leadership & HR roles

 Understanding psychological antecedents & 
responses

 Impact of individual decisions on system
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Examining New Strategies
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Culture Assessments

High Power 
Differential

Bad 
Communication

High 
Competition

Lack of 
social 

support

Conformism

Gossip

Bureaucracy 
or Hierarchy

Laissez 
Faire

Authoritarian 
Leadership
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Leadership

 Accountability at all levels

 Boards of Directors
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Questions to Ask

 How does leadership communicate and model 
value of respect in the workplace?

 How does culture support or inhibit that value? 

 Is our workforce more vulnerable? 

 What information should we be gathering?

 What initiatives should we examine? 
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Homogenous workforce

Vulnerability Assessments
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Vulnerable Minority
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Young workers
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Cultural and Language Differences
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More vulnerable workforces

 Coarsened social discourse

 Customer service or client satisfaction reliant

 Workplaces with monotonous tasks

 Isolated workplaces

 Tolerance of alcohol consumption 

 Decentralized workplaces
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Transparency/Communication 
Strategies
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External Investigations
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Focus on Training
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Focus on Incivility
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Bystander

Bystander/
Upstander
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Unconscious bias training

•Unconscious biases develop at an early age: 
biases emerge during middle childhood and 
appear to develop across childhood (Dore, 2014).
•Unconscious biases have real world effects on 
behavior (Dasgupta, 2004).
•Unconscious biases are malleable‐one can take 
steps to minimize the impact of unconscious bias 
(Dasgupta, 2013; Dasgupta & Greenwald, 2013).
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Training Laws & Quality

 Most Studies: Current Training Not Effective to 
Change Behavior

 New Laws Requiring Training

 Common Features Examined: 
 In person

 Content

 Interactive

 Assessment

 Yearly; Quickly
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Legal Focus

 Increase in litigation/claims

 Eliminating forced arbitration

 Eliminating confidentiality clauses
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What Can You Do?
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Need more?  Contact: 



 

 

#MeToo One Year Later: Learning and Growing in Harassment Prevention 

The past year has seen a social media movement take hold, go viral, and affect corporations in many industries.  
From the entertainment industry to the restaurant and tech industries, from retail and manufacturing to government, 

all sectors of the country have been impacted by this movement.  In this presentation we will take a quick journey 
through what we have learned, how #MeToo has changed our focus in harassment prevention, and where the next 

few years will lead us.  Business lawyers can assist their clients in developing a respectful culture and truly 
preventing and resolving harassment in the workplace. 

Use this checklist to examine areas of potential change within your organization. 
Note: This is just a windshield appraisal of #MeToo Effort (this is a partial list of 
items to look for in assessing the effort to prevent harassment-it will give you a 

quick idea of what to look for and what areas might need work) 

 

_______Employee/Culture Surveys:  Debates happening in the workplace right 
now: What are your employees talking about and worrying about? How do your 
employees perceive the organizational response to harassment?  If you don’t know, 
how can you discover that?  

_______New laws: Are there new laws in states where your company operates? 
(California and New York are most active, but check each state, several states have 
passed some new laws. Check local laws in major cities as well)  

______Written policy against harassment-has it been updated regularly, is it 
written in plain language, is it written in a language employees can understand.  

______Is the policy distributed to every employee regularly 

______Containing a written EEO policy 

______Containing a written policy that includes detailed definitions of prohibited 
behavior 

______Containing a written policy that addresses not just sexual harassment but 
also harassment for other protected classes 



_____Containing a written policy that defines sexual harassment beyond 
sexualized behavior to include gender based harassment 

_____Containing a written policy against retaliation 

_____Containing a written reporting procedure 

_____Adequate HR staff are in place 

_____CEO or equivalent issues regular statements indicating lack of tolerance for 
harassment of any kind 

_____CEO or equivalent issues regular statement encouraging reporting 

_____Conducted a recent assessment of leadership behaviors 

_____Have a written policy against bullying and disrespect 

_____Have a written policy requiring bystander reporting 

_____conduct bystander training 

_____Conduct bias training for supervisors 

_____Examination of processes for unconscious bias 

_____Individual training for coachable supervisors with reported issues 

 _____Funding allocated to respectful workplace initiatives 

_____1-800 reporting hotline or other types of multiple avenues of reporting  

_____Anonymous reporting allowed 

_____All investigations examine for potential retaliation  

_____Well trained internal investigators  

_____Unbiased investigators assigned 

_____Investigations given priority 



_____Communications policy on investigations in place 

_____Outside investigation of higher level complaints  

_____Supervisor discipline for not reporting;  

_____Yearly training on harassment/respect for ALL employees  

_____Innovative training approaches used 

_____Regular assessment on effectiveness of training  

_____Employee engagement survey in last year  

_____Engagement survey included respect in the workplace 

_____Analyzed effectiveness of HR roles 

_____Actively working on culture of respect  

_____Executive in charge of diversity/inclusion;   

_____Detailed supervisor training  

_____Supervisor performance evaluated on respectful workplace 

_____Disciplined employee for violations in the last year 

 _____Communicated discipline to employees with message of no tolerance  

_____Leadership training on communication, trust, respect, changing culture 
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